
The Senior’s Moving Workbook
Congratulations on making an important decision for your very best emotional  
and physical well-being! A move to a new home may seem daunting, but the  
information in this workbook will be your guide, helping you all the way from  

the big decisions down to the little details.



In this workbook you will find three sections to help you in your move: 
 - Planning
 - Sorting
 - Packing

You’ll find each section within a 12-month timeframe. 
Beginning the moving process twelve months prior to moving day 

is an ideal timeline. However, we rarely have the advantage of perfect 
scenarios in life, so simply adjust this guide to fit your 

own personal timeline.

How to Use This Workbook

Twelve Months Before the Move
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Planning
It took many years to accumulate the belongings in your home, so give yourself as much time 
as possible to sort through your things before you move. In fact, giving yourself plenty of time 
is the most important thing you can do to help ensure a successful move! 

Real Life Tip:

When we’re preoccupied 
with all the little details 
of a project and trying to 
remember everything, we 
can experience “mind clut-
ter.” Writing down thoughts 
about your move that you 
want to remember and 
things you need to do will 
clear the mind clutter away 
and allow you to rest easy, 
knowing you’ve got a solid 
plan to remember every-
thing in your notebook. 

 Purchase a notebook

Carry your notebook with you and take time to jot 
down any thoughts you have about your move in 
your personal moving notebook whenever you like.

Here are some possible sections for your notebook 
to get you started:
 • List of things to do 
 • Moving companies/quotes
 • Utility companies/numbers
 • Questions to ask about my new home
 • Furniture measurements

 Purchase a file, file folder or obtain a box

Start a separate file for all your moving paperwork  
(moving company estimates, receipts, contracts, 
etc.)

Twelve Months Before the Move
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 Things to Think About (and write in your notebook)

 • Sorting (and friends or relatives who might help)
 • Packing (and friends or relatives who might help)
 • Packing materials like boxes, tape, markers and bubble wrap
 • How furnishings and items will be moved
 • Dates to move 

Real Life Tip:
One couple measured 
their large furniture  
pieces before they moved 
and placed masking tape 
on the floor of their new 
apartment, indicating 
where each piece should 
be placed. This saved the 
couple a great deal of time 
and energy, trying to move 
things around once the 
movers had gone. 

ITEMS NEEDED FOR 
THIS TIP: measuring 
tape, floor plan with 
measurements, furniture 
measurements for large 
pieces (such as bed, couch, 
armoire, media center, 
bookshelves, dresser, table 
and chairs) and masking 
or painters’ tape. 

Floor plans are available so you can measure and plan  
the layout of your own furniture at Presbyterian Manor.  
Contact the Presbyterian Manor Marketing Director at  
940-696-8633. 

Deciding What to Take to Your New Home

Ask yourself some questions: 

 Will this fit in my new space?
 Is it beautiful, useful, important or loved? Or am I just  
        keeping it out of habit?
 Will it still be useful or functional in my new home?
 Can this item or piece of furniture save space by 
        serving more than one function?  (For example, could  
        this armoire store both holiday plates and replace 
        having a separate buffet table in the dining room?)
 Is it easy to care for, or does it require special 
        attention?
 Is it appropriate and fitting for my physical condition  
        and lifestyle?

Using Your New Home as a Guide
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Sorting
You have two objectives in sorting and both are equally important:
 1) Choosing what you’ll take with you to your new home
 2) Reducing what you own (decluttering)
Try to keep both of these objectives in mind as you work through the following steps.

The Two Sorting Approaches

Micro: Some prefer to take one drawer at a time, completely sort through it, and then move on 
to the next drawer – this is working in small areas, one at a time

Macro: Others prefer to sort by category. For instance, you can take out every item of clothing 
from the bedroom closet and place it on the bed. Then the sorting process will begin.

 Start with areas or rooms in your house that you don’t use. This allows you to use these   
        areas as store rooms when you get to other areas. 
 Don’t try to tackle the whole house at once! Take your time! 
 Try not to jump around from one area to another. Stay focused on the area you’ve chosen   
         for that day.
 Start with items that do not have sentimental value. This just makes it easier and your   
         task will also go quicker, so you’ll see the progress you make. 
 Try not to tackle kitchen cabinets or an office room/area first – these usually contain items  
         you need to use on a daily basis. 
 Start with big items so you can see your progress quickly.
 Stop and take breaks frequently. Work for only a couple of hours at a time, if that long.   
         Have a cup of tea or call and chat with a friend. Slow but steady wins the race!

Real Life Story:
A friend’s parents passed away after living in the same home for many years. Naturally, the 
home was packed with decades of items accumulated over a lifetime. After several years 
had passed since the death of the parents, the grown children were still spending their  
weekends trying to sort out and discard the items in their parent’s home. The parents, had 
they given thought to this while living, would never have placed such a burden on their 
loved ones. Even though downsizing is challenging, it becomes a gift of love we can give to 
our own children while we still have control over the decision-making process. 
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 At the end of a sorting session, take everything from your discard pile to the trash.    
        Straighten up as you can so you’ll start your next session as organized as possible.
 Have boxes or containers ready. Decide where you want to have your “give-away” pile   
        before you start. 
 When you are keeping an item, fold it neatly or hang it up neatly and place it back in your             
        closet. If you’re sorting and packing at the same time, however, have your moving boxes   
        ready to place in the items you want to keep. (In the section on packing, you’ll       
        be reminded to have markers to label your boxes and packing tape ready, too.)

Real Life Story:
“When I was moving into 
Presbyterian Manor, I 
knew that I would have 
at least one meal a day in 
the dining room and the 
cooking I did would just 
be for myself. With that 
in mind, and since I was 
moving from a large kitch-
en (which I haven’t really 
used in years) to a smaller 
kitchen, I streamlined all 
of my kitchen utensils and 
appliances. I found I of-
ten had multiple pieces of 
the same item, just taking 
up room in the drawers. I 
was also able to give away 
quite a bit. I took my best 
frying pan, a large pot, a 
small sauce pot and my tea 
kettle. I even threw out or 
gave away all my old tea 
towels and potholders. It 
was wonderful treating 
myself to brand new, non-
stained potholders and 
tea towels my first week 
in my new home! It made 
my kitchen look fresh and 
inviting!”

Your Personal Sorting System

 Pick up each item and place it in one of three piles:

THE “YES” PILE
This is for your “Yes, I definitely want to keep this,” items. It 
may be sentimental or it may be something you value and 
that you use quite frequently. 

THE “MAYBE” PILE
This is your not-so-sure pile and you’ll need to answer 
some questions in your own mind to come to a decision.  
If you haven’t worn it or used it for a period of a year, ask 
yourself why you are keeping it. If given to charity, it may 
truly help someone else solve a need. Take some time to 
think about the resources this item is taking up in space, 
time and money (to have it boxed and moved) and consider 
if you can do without it. 

THE “NO” PILE
This pile that can be further divided into three areas to  
determine final destination: 

1) GIVE — Items that can be given to charity (make sure to 
get a gift receipt for your taxes!) or a friend or family mem-
ber (pin a note onto the item or use a sticky note with their 
name on it). If you have family close by, lay out the things 
you want to give away and invite family members to pick 
what they want. If the item has a story behind it, share that 
story or special memory with your family member – this 
will make the item more meaningful for them and pass on 
a memory legacy. 

Nine Months Before the Move
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2) DISCARD— Items that should be thrown away – these are things that are broken, have holes 
or stains or are simply worn out. You may be tempted to give something dirty or broken to 
charity, but don’t do it. Don’t pass along a problem to someone else. 

3) SELL — Items that you want to sell – you may decide you want to take your things to a con-
signment store. You may decide to hold a garage sale. There are also estate sale managers you 
can contact who will take care of a lot of the organizing details for you. 

Nine Months Before the Move
(1-2 hours a day, easy going)

Documents

You may have some papers and documents that you don’t need to spend time boxing up, trans-
porting and opening at your new place because you don’t need to keep them. If so, you can 
take this time to shred these. These may include old cancelled checks, receipts you no longer 
need, manuals to appliances you no longer own, etc. You can check with your financial advisor 
to help you make these decisions. 

Put all your important documents in one place, such as a sturdy box or container:

 Will
 Real Estate and deed documents
 Medical records
 Birth and death certificates
 Social security cards
 Passports
 Military records

Place these items in a container or box that you can carry with you in the car (rather than 
giving to the movers to pack on the truck). If this is not possible, make sure you keep this box 
separate and know where it is at all times. A trusted family member might be placed in charge 
of the box, also.
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Six Months Before the Move
 Toss out old items: expired medications, pantry items you know you will never use or have  
        expired, electronics that no longer work, etc. 

 Continue the sorting process: Invite your children and grandchildren to go through their                
         own keepsakes that you may have (from their school years, for example) and take what   
         they want. This allows them to have their own things in their home and keep your    
         new home from becoming a storage unit for their stuff!

Three Months Before the Move
Continue the sorting process.

Moving Companies 

 Contact moving companies for at least three estimates
 If you’re moving yourself with the help of friends and family, contact moving companies   
        for the prices of truck rental
 Give them your new home address and any instructions on where to enter. Presbyterian   
         Manor is located at 4600 Taft Boulevard, Wichita Falls, TX. Moving companies should   
         enter the building through the side entrances rather than the front entrance.
 Be sure you have a written contract from the moving company and a clear understanding   
        of coverage for lost or damaged possessions.
 Ask for a firm time for their arrival, at both the old and new residences.

Other Options

 If you are not ready with all your things, but it’s time to move, see if you can leave 
        everything in your home so that you or a family member can take their time going through  
        it all.
 Rent a storage space to store your things while you decide what to do with them.

Eight Weeks Before the Move

Four Weeks Before the Move

Two Weeks Before the Move
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Eight Weeks Before the Move
Continue the sorting process.

 Make arrangements if you have decided to rent storage for any of your belongings.
 Start using up food and cleaning supplies that you do not want to take in the move.
 Find out if there are any insurance policies that need to be updated, such as changing a   
         homeowner’s policy to a rental policy.

 Determine what date(s) you would like the utilities to be turned off at your old residence.          
You may wish to have them on for several weeks to give you plenty of time to decide              
about moving certain items. Whatever the date, be sure to keep the utilities on until AFTER you           
move. You’ll need the electricity and water during your move!
 You can get a jump on packing by packing seasonal items and decorations that aren’t 
         being used (see packing checklist in next section)

Four Weeks Before the Move

Two Weeks Before the Move
 Confirm moving date with movers.
 Determine the date you’ll be at your new residence ready to receive mail. Mention this 
when you notify:  

o post office (change of address)
o bank and investment accounts
o Medicare and social security
o credit card companies
o church mailing list
o driver’s license/car registration
o voter’s registration
o insurance
o newspaper or magazine subscriptions
o associations and clubs
o financial advisor and lawyer
o utility companies (You may even wish to keep utilities on for a few weeks after 
moving date to give you more time to make decisions about certain items.)
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Packing
 Check with Presbyterian Manor to see if there are any items that needn’t be moved into   
your new home. Some furnishings are provided, such as non-flammable curtains or shades. If 
you are in a Manor apartment, a housekeeper will mop your floors regularly. Therefore, you 
may not need your own mop, but that is a personal decision.

 Obtain boxes in various sizes. (Books should not be packed into large boxes, making the 
box extremely heavy. Opt for smaller boxes for books.) Also pick up packing tape and markers.

 Helpful packing hint: Pack lots of small items in large boxes and large items in small boxes. 
The logic behind this is that heavy items are far more likely to break through the middle of a 
large box. Also, pack heavier items at the bottom of the box and lighter items toward the top.

 Label all boxes with markers: Write the contents AND the intended room/location for the 
box in your new home. Others may understand the box is labeled memorabilia, but unless you 
also put “Bedroom” or “Dining Room Armoire,” you’re going to have a big pile of boxes in your 
living room that are too heavy to move yourself. Label on both the top and the sides of boxes. 

 Careful with breakables – bubble wrap, newspaper and other packing materials will need 
to be on hand for your fragile items. Label that box “FRAGILE” or “THIS END UP” as needed. 
(Cheap Tip: Newsprint paper can be bought cheaply on a roll from the local newspaper with-
out print/ink. These are end rolls they haven’t used.   Larger rolls can be heavy, though, so you 
might assign the pick-up task to someone else. Additionally, you can wrap some breakable 
items in clothing, such as putting socks inside glassware and wrapping sweaters around plates 
and other delicate objects.) 

 If you want to forego the folding and packing of your clothes on hangers, moving compa-
nies can provide for purchase special wardrobe boxes that accommodate clothes on hangers.

 If you have items you know you’ll need right from the start (such as plates, paper towels, 
first-aid kit, etc.), label these boxes clearly “OPEN FIRST.” 

 If you like the arrangement of your photos or items on your dresser table, take a picture of 
it. You can reference this yourself or you could even show it to a friend or family member who 
is helping you set up your things in your new place. They’ll be able to see exactly how you like 
it and you can be free to take care of something else. 

 Valuables such as jewelry should not be packed and moved by the moving company. Take 
these separately in your car or place them in a safe-deposit box until after your move.

One Week Before the Move

The Big Moving Day!
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One Week Before the Move
      Make arrangements for your pet on the day of the move, so they won’t be underfoot or            
          upset. Think about food, water and any medications they need, and who can take care of   
          them for a few hours until you’re settled.

The Big Moving Day!
Set aside items of clothing and toiletries you’ll want for your first night and first couple of days 
in your new home. After a long day of moving, you won’t feel like unpacking right away. Items 
for your first night are things you would not want in the moving truck, but that you could take 
with you in the car. You could use a suitcase to pack these in, just as if you were going on a trip 
out of town. 

In this suitcase, you might place:
 Clothing for two or three days
 Shoes, slippers, socks
 Sleepwear 
 Underwear
 Bathrobe
 Toiletries (toothbrush, toothpaste, 
         comb, makeup/moisturizer, deodorant, 
         hair products, personal items)
 Soap, towel and washcloth
 Fresh bedding
 Pillow
 Toilet tissue and paper towels
 Emergency numbers and family phone numbers
 Prescriptions and medications
 Important papers
 Favorite book or magazine
 A familiar item, such as a photograph of your family or friends
 Scissors to open boxes
 Bedside clock
 Phone charger

Closing Up Your Previous 
Residence: 
 Turn off all light 
switches
 Turn off the air 
conditioner or heating
 Check that the stove 
is off
 Close and lock all 
windows and exterior 
doors
 Note all utility meter 
readings
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We hope this workbook has provided you with some helpful suggestions as 
you transition into your new home. Best wishes on your new adventures ahead!

Also check out our other free resources: 
“A Checklist for Comparing Retirement Communities” and 

“The Cost Comparison Worksheet.” 
Call (940) 696-8633 or email info@presmanor.org to receive a complimentary copy.

Presbyterian Manor
4600 Taft Blvd.

Wichita Falls, TX 76308
(940) 691-1710

The Perkins-Prothro Health Care Center
4600 Taft Blvd.

Wichita Falls, TX 76308
(940) 691-1710

The House of Hope
5100 Stone Lake Dr.

Wichita Falls, TX 76310
(940) 689-7200

www.presmanor.org


